
GURU PUJAN UTSAV-2014  (VIKRAM SAMVAT- 2071) 

 

Madhav Sammelan (Mahavir Ratri Sakha of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh)                                                        

is organizing the Guru Pujan Utsav of Finance professionals as per details given 

below- 

 

Date      :    Monday, 25
th

 August 2014 (Bhadra Amavasya-2071) 

Time  :   6:00 P.M. sharp 

Chairman        :        Sri Sidhartha Nath Singh, All India Secretary BJP & State Prabhari-BJP (W.B.) 

Chief Guest     :        CA. Subodh Kumar Agarwal  

                                   (Immediate past president of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India) 

Place     :       BARABAZAR LIBRARY BHAVAN 

                                         10/1/1, SYED SHALLEY LANE, KOLKATA – 700 073  

Speaker           :      Sri Bidyut Mukherjee   (Sah - Prant Pracharak, RSS-South Bengal) 

You are cordially invited to attend the function with friends 

Conveners 

              CA. Satya Bhagwan Chachan           CA. R. N. Rustagi                    CA. Jay Narayan Gupta                                                     

CA. Kamal Nayan Jain                           CA. Ranjeet Kr. Agarwal       CA. Satya Narayan Agarwal 

      CA. Narendra Kr. Shah                         CA. Hari Ram Agarwal          CA. Ajay Gupta 

          

                               

  

 

 



INTRODUCTION OF RSS – A Bird’s Eyeview 

Nothing much is needed to say about an organization whose prayer starts with "Namaste 

Sada Vatsale Matrubhoome" (My salutation to you, loving Motherland) and concludes with 

a heart-felt utterance of the inspiring incantation "Bharat Mata Ki Jai". 

Rashtriya Swanyasewak Sangh was founded in 1925 on the auspicious day of Vijaya Dashami 

by Keshav Baliram Hedgewar, who was a doctor in the city of Nagpur with an objective to 

unite society and fight British colonism. Sangh, as the organization is popularly known, aims to  

inculcate in our people the burning devotion for Bharat and its national ethos;  kindle in them 

the spirit of dedication and sterling qualities and character; mutual good-will, love and 

cooperation among all; and instill in them a sense of true humility and discipline by creating 

all-round personality development.    

What is the Shakha? 

A daily drill/activities  of RSS is known as Shakha  and its members are swanyasevak–  which is 

as simple in its structure as it is grand in conception where in emphasis is given on the 

physical, intellectual and spiritual growth of each individual with inculcation of sense of 

discipline. The Sangh's method of working is of the simplest kind. Coming together every day 

for an hour is the heart of the technique.  

At present more than 70,000 branches (Shakha) are running all over the country. Besides, RSS 

is also functioning in 30 countries all over the world. 

 What is the MADHAV SAMMELAN? 

When Emergency was declared in 1975- The government of India banned  Rashtriya 

Swayamasevak Sangh  . During  that  time CA & CA STUDENTS who used to go the sakha  

started Sammelan by name “Madhav”  since then Madhav Sammelan  is active and organizes 

Lectures on  Current National issues & Affairs from time to time.  

What is the Guru –Pujan ? 

Sangha has not placed any human being as Guru as it is quite natural to have any pitfalls and 

shortcomings in human being. Instead Sangha has placed Bhagwa Dhwaj as guru as sangha 

believe only in tatwanishtha (loyalty to ideals) and not to vyaktinishta (loyalty to individuals). 

The saffron colour of bhagwa dhwaj is the symbol of sacrifice. It is a symbol of our national 

cultural and tradition.   Swayamsevaks perform Gurupooja and offer Dakshina to the Guru. 

The RSS is sustained by this offering called Gurudakshina. In this way, the Sangh is self funded 

and donation  from any other source is not sought. 


